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Figure 3: Transport stream function in 106 m3/s from the 16-year average. Some of the
contours in the high latitude Southern Ocean have been omitted. The function is set to
zero on the western boundaries (from a code of B. Klinger).

Figure 4: 106w (z = 117.5 m) in m/s. Regions of suction (wE > 0) and pumping
(wE < 0) are distinct but noisy even after 16 years of averaging. The regions of equa-
torial upwelling (not an Ekman velocity), and subtropical gyre downward pumping are
conspicuous. Complex structures at high latitudes are not discussed in this paper nor is
the non-Ekman flow on the equator. Note the non-uniform contour intervals. White curve
denotes the zero contour. Compare to Fig. 13 in the Appendix., noting the different ranges
and colorbars.
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the non-Ekman flow on the equator. Note the non-uniform contour intervals. White curve
denotes the zero contour. Compare to Fig. 13 in the Appendix., noting the different ranges
and colorbars.
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2. HOMOGENEOUS MODEL OF THE

WIND-DRIVEN CIRCULATION

The circulation in the different ocean basins contains many

common elements, including:

• subtropical and subpolar gyres,

• western boundary currents,

• inertial recirculation,

• separated meandering jets.

This suggests a common dynamical cause, independent of

basin geometry.

Snapshot of Sea Surface Temperatures

over western North Atlantic

Sea-surface temperature

Gulf-stream ‘rings’
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Plate 1. Schematic of the global overturning circulation. See text for explanation. From Kuhlbrodt et al. (2007).
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method [Lawson and Hanson, 1974], we solve the matrix
equation at each location: Ex + n = y, where E is a square
matrix, n is noise, and y is the observations. The weighting
accounts for data accuracy, and the non‐negativity constraint
enforces mass contributions and nonconservative sources to
be zero or greater. The local information is aggregated into a
single matrix equation,Ac = d, whereA contains them’s from
the local inversion, c is any tracer distribution, and d provides
the surface boundary conditions and interior source terms. The
global matrix A is square, full rank, and encapsulates the
influence of any ocean grid box on any other.
[6] The principles underlying TMI are straightforward, but

several complexities must be dealt with. To account for the
effects of the seasonal cycle, we apply TMI to observations
that represent late wintertime conditions by requiring that the
ocean be well‐mixed above the seasonally‐maximummixed‐
layer depth, as this depth is most indicative of the properties
transmitted into the ocean interior [Stommel, 1979]. Longer‐
term variations due to natural ocean‐atmosphere variability
and anthropogenic changes [Johnson and Orsi, 1997; Curry
and Mauritzen, 2005] are treated by allowing uncertainty in
the surface tracer concentrations that are explicitly solved
for. In the rare (<0.01%) case that climatological tracer
distributions do not provide enough independent informa-
tion, we seek the circulation with the minimum amount of
diapycnal mixing that still fits the observations. Furthermore,
small‐scale pathways along the ocean bottom are crucial for
obtaining a realistic circulation, and thus, sub‐gridscale
bottom flows off of continental shelves and through mid‐
ocean fracture zones are allowed (see Gebbie and Huybers
[2010] for more detail).
[7] We train TMI with the WOCE climatology of tem-

perature, salinity, phosphate, nitrate, and oxygen [Gouretski
and Koltermann, 2004] and the GISS oxygen‐18/oxygen‐16
isotope ratio [LeGrande and Schmidt, 2006] resolved at 2° ×
2° in the horizontal and 33 levels in the vertical. The result is
a steady‐state circulation estimate that fits the 1,746,936
tracer observations within their reported uncertainties (see
Figure S1 in auxiliary material).1 As a more stringent test,

we also analyze the consistency of this circulation estimate
with a tracer distribution withheld from the inversion, the
GEOSECS d13C observations [Craig and Turekian, 1980],
where the influence of biological fractionation of carbon is
accounted for by a 1.1‰ decrease in d13C for each 1 mmol/kg
increase in phosphate [Broecker and Maier‐Reimer, 1992].
The foregoing circulation estimate fits the withheld d13C
observations to within a standard error of approximately
0.2‰ at each depth level, consistent with the expected
measurement error and interlaboratory offsets inherent to the
data (Figure 1), suggesting robustness. As a side benefit,
TMI also yields a global estimate of the distribution of d13C
that should be superior to standard estimates that assume
isotropic spatial covariance. Additional tests of TMI using
synthetic model data also indicate substantial skill (see the
auxiliary material).

3. The Surface Origin of the Interior Ocean

[8] To estimate where all interior ocean waters were last
in communication with the surface, we track backward
along each pathway from the interior to the surface by
means of an extension to the TMI methodology. The total
volume, Vtot, originating from a surface box could be cal-
culated by dyeing the surface box and summing the product
of the dye concentration and the volume of each gridbox.
This calculation, however, is computationally intensive
because each surface location must be dyed in succession,
and instead we use the fact that Vtot is equal to the inverse
transpose of the A matrix multiplied by a vector, v, con-
taining gridbox volumes: Vtot = A−T v. This expression is
derived as a sensitivity or “adjoint” problem that gives all
the relevant information in one calculation (see auxiliary
material for the derivation).
[9] The number of surface origin sites that can be distin-

guished is only limited by the underlying spatial resolution
of the dataset and independence of the observations at that
resolution. One external parameter, the tapering coefficient
a, is added to TMI to remedy any lack of independence in
observations at 2° resolution. We find that the gridscale
variability and degree of smoothness of Figure 2 is sensitive
to this choice. Here, the strength of the tapering is deter-

Figure 1. A check of the skill of the TMI method. (left)
Section of estimated d13C from the TMI method along the
western Atlantic GEOSECS track (inset map). (right) The
mean difference (red) and standard deviation of the misfit
(blue) between the TMI estimate and observations, calcu-
lated in 500 meter bins, and plotted as a function of depth.

Figure 2. The surface sources of global ocean waters. Oce-
anic volume that has originated in each 2° by 2° surface
location (11,113 origination sites), scaled by the surface area
of each box to make an equivalent thickness, d. The color-
scale follows a base‐ten logarithm of the field. For refer-
ence, the colorbar includes the average depth of the ocean
(3.8 km), equal to the area‐weighted mean of d.

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2011GL046769.
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The surface sources of global ocean waters. Oceanic volume that has originated in each 2° 
by 2° surface location (11,113 origination sites), scaled by the surface area of each box to 
make an equivalent thickness, d. The color-scale follows a base ten logarithm of the field.
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Fig. 2. Global zonally-averaged meridional overturning circulation (Sv) from the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
Earth System Model (Dunne et al. 2012).

theory provides continuous zonally-averaged solution for
stratification and overturning circulation; it consistently ac-
counts for the interaction between the circumpolar channel
and the rest of the ocean and it explicitly predicts the deep
stratification and the overturning circulation in terms of the
surface forcing and other problem parameters.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we dis-
cuss the phenomenology of the oceanic deep stratification
and meridional overturning circulation based on observa-
tions, climate model and idealized numerical simulations. In
sections 3 and 4 we develop a theory for the deep stratifica-
tion and overturning circulation and discuss the underlying
physics using simple parametric scalings in the limits of
wind- and mixing-driven overturning circulation. In section
5 the theory is compared with results from idealized numer-
ical simulations using an ocean general circulation model.
Finally, section 6 offers discussion and conclusions.

2. Phenomenology

Before describing our theory we describe some observa-
tions and results from various numerical simulations.

a. Observations and comprehensive simulations

The ocean is stratified throughout. The stratification is
largest in the upper ocean (i.e., in the thermocline) and is
small, but not negligible, below it (Fig. 1). In the Atlantic

Ocean, isopycnals at middepth outcrop both in the North
Atlantic and in the Southern Ocean while isopycnals in the
abyssal ocean outcrop only in the Southern Ocean. Isopy-
cnals are nearly flat in most of the ocean basin away from
the regions of isopycnal outcrop and below the region of
the main thermocline where circulation is strongly affected
by the low and mid latitude winds. Observations show a
thermostad at middepth, a weakly-stratified water mass, as-
sociated with the inflow and southward propagation of the
North Atlantic Deep Water in the Atlantic Ocean.

The global zonally-averaged MOC, diagnosed from the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Earth System Model
(Dunne et al. 2012), is shown in Fig. 2. The details of the
overturning circulation vary amongst models, but the lead-
ing order structure is robust and consistent with an inverse
model reconstruction from available observations (Lumpkin
and Speer 2007). The leading order structure of the MOC
consists of wind-driven cells in the upper few hundred me-
ters of the ocean (associated with the main gyres) and two
overturning cell in the deep ocean: a middepth cell, with sink-
ing in the North Atlantic and upwelling across isopycnals at
low and mid latitudes and along isopycnals in the Southern
Ocean, and an abyssal cell, with sinking around Antarctic
continent and the cross-isopycnal upwelling in the abyssal
ocean. The middepth and abyssal cells of the overturning
circulation correspond to the formation and propagation of
the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and Antarctic Bottom

3

Nikurashin and Vallis, 2011 

Atlantic MOC (1 Sv = 106 m3/s)
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Figure 6. Impacts of a change in the ventilation flow rate on the concentration of particles in
suspension in the tank at steady state (experiments a and b as in table 1). For each experiment,
the horizontally-averaged concentration profile is plotted using a solid line. The height of the
interface is plotted using a thin gray line, and is calculated using equation 2.1.

When a large number of particles are suspended in the fluid in the tank, observing the
motion of the particle-laden plume fluid in the upper layer is di�cult. For this reason,
at the end of each experiment we add a small amount of red dye to the plume fluid at
the source. The volume and the weight of the dye are negligible and they do not a↵ect
the flow dynamics in the tank. We take photographs of the dyed fluid as it flows through
the tank, and we observe that this fluid does not always rise to the top of the tank at
steady state. In some experiments, the dyed fluid rises to a maximum height in the upper
layer, and then falls towards the two-layer density interface. When this happens, we use
our photographs to measure the maximum height reached by the dyed plume fluid in the
upper layer at steady state.

2.2. Experimental observations

During an experiment, the particle-laden fluid is supplied at a low level to the tank.
This fluid forms a plume which rises through the lower layer into the upper layer. In the
upper layer, particles form a suspension. The concentration of this suspension increases
over the course of the experiment, until a steady state is reached (figure 5, note that the
colour of the upper layer in the false-colour image changes from blue at the beginning of
the experiment to red at the end of the experiment). We observe that a flux of particles
settle from the upper layer into the lower layer across the density interface. Once in the

Mignotti + Woods, 2015
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c. Average profiles

Average diffusivity profiles !K" from the Indian (Fig.
13), Pacific (Fig. 14), North Atlantic (Fig. 15), and
Southern (Fig. 16) Oceans show both common and dif-
ferent features. Average K tends to increase with depth
z (decrease away from the bottom h). Diffusivities are
O(0.1 # 10$4 m2 s$1) in the Pacific and upper Indian.
Higher diffusivities O(0.5 # 10$4 m2 s$1) are found in
the North Atlantic and Southern Oceans where sam-
pling is weighted to high latitudes (Table 1). Average
diffusivities only approach 10$4 m2 s$1 near the bottom
(h % 0 mab) in the North Atlantic and Southern
Oceans. Strain-based diffusivities from (2) with a shear/
strain variance ratio R& % 7 agree to within a factor of
2 with shear-and-strain diffusivities from (1), except for
depths z % 1000–2000 m in the Indian where the shear/
strain variance ratio R& % 4 and below z % 1000 m in

the Southern Ocean where R& % 10. Agreement be-
tween the two parameterizations appears to be better in
height above bottom h than depth z coordinates.
Strain-based diffusivities using the GM shear/strain ra-
tio GMR& % 3 fall short everywhere.

Dissipation rates !'(z)" lie between the GM prescrip-
tion ('GM % K0N2/(, K0 % 0.05 # 10$4 m2 s$1) and the
level expected for a diffusivity K % 10$4 m2 s$1. The
shear/strain variance ratio R& is lower in the high-
latitude main pycnocline than at depth and lower lati-
tudes.

6. Dependence on environmental parameters

Ideally, one could infer turbulent mixing from back-
ground environmental and forcing conditions without
having to measure in situ shear and strain. Here, we
explore to what extent inferred diffusivities K could be

FIG. 11. Meridional section running from 7°S to Iceland in the mid-Atlantic (A16N,
Fig. 4c).
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Fig 11 live 4/C

Kunze et al. JPO, 2006
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break and become turbulent (Figs. 1c and 1d). The ef-
fect of deceleration is clear in Fig. 1c. With no decel-
eration phase (A1, bottom frames in Fig. 1), the paired
KH billow is sheared into two parts by the strong mean
flow. With deceleration (AD7), the billow relaxes to a
more circular shape. As the mean flow decelerates to-
ward zero, the billow collapses into a field of weakly
turbulent gravity waves (Fig. 1d, top), whereas without
deceleration (A1), the mean shear generates sustained
turbulence (Fig. 1d, bottom).

Energy budgets can help to explain these mixing
events. KH instability occurs after the acceleration
(Fig. 2a); during this weakly nonlinear regime, the mean
flow is diminished due to deceleration and ceases to
support the KH billows. Thus, the maximum potential
energy is diminished between tnd 5 12 and 13 (Fig. 2b).
The subsequent turbulence Rei after tnd 5 13 is also
diminished as is the diapycnal flux Mni (Figs. 2c and
2d). AD7 has maximum values of Rei and Mni after
breakdown at tnd 5 13.4. However, there is a time lag in
A1 (tnd 5 14 in Fig. 2c and tnd 5 13.7 in Fig. 2d) because
the secondary instability of the KH billows (Klaassen
and Peltier 1985) results in maximum Mni during
breakdown. The difference in Gi seems small in Fig. 2e.
Before breakdown (tnd , 12), Gi ’ 0.7 corresponds to
highly efficient preturbulent mixing (Smyth et al. 2001).
In the turbulence stage, Gi ’ 0.2 is achieved and the
mixing in A1 lasts longer. Contributions to the diapycnal
flux from the preturbulent phase are more important in
AD7 because deceleration suppresses turbulence at later
times. Cumulative values have differences due to the
different intensities and durations of the preturbulent
and turbulent phases: Rec 5 4.98 (11.43), Mnc 5 9.18
(18.14), and Gc 5 0.26 (0.23) for AD7 (A1). In AD7, the
values of Rec are less than half of that in A1, suggesting
strong modification due to a deceleration phase.

If Rimin is larger, KH billows will grow more slowly
(e.g., Hazel 1972) and be suppressed by mean flow de-
celeration. If v/N is larger, the faster arrival of the de-
celeration will suppress the growth of the KH billows.
Therefore, the relative timing of the billow growth and
mean flow deceleration will be important for a mixing
event.

b. High-frequency forcing

In the classic observations of Woods (1968), KH bil-
lows were generated by gravity waves propagating on
thin layers of strong stratification and were related to
existing theories of shear instability (Miles and Howard
1964). The observed gravity waves had wavelength
l ’ 10 m and the thickness of the interface was 2h ’
0.1 m. Using (5), the normalized frequency of the ob-
served waves can be estimated as v/N ; 0.1. Although
our wavelike forcing does not strictly correspond to
interfacial gravity waves, we choose v/N 5 0.1 as a
reference with Rimin 5 0.07 (AD6) and 0.08 (AD13)
corresponding to the lower limit of Richardson number
in Woods (1968) (Fig. 3 and Table 1). When Rimin is
larger than this, there is no full development of KH
billows due to the slower growth of the billows. Then,
Mnc becomes close to 1 (molecular value); thus, mixing
due to shear instability is negligible (Fig. 4).

In both cases, the deceleration phase of the high-
frequency forcing strongly affects the initial growth of
the KH billows (Fig. 4) and there is no pairing. Mixing is
not completed within one forcing cycle. Both Rec and
Mnc are small (Fig. 3), but Gc is higher ($0.3) because
the efficient preturbulent mixing (Smyth et al. 2001)
contributes significantly to the net diapycnal flux. At
low Rimin (AD6), preturbulent mixing is intense and Gc

is higher (Fig. 4).

FIG. 1. Density field for KH billows forced (top) with (AD7) and (bottom) without (A1) a deceleration phase. Colored values cover the
middle three-fifths of the density range; higher and lower values are transparent. The actual domain length in the computation is used for
the axes: tnd 5 (a) 11.1, (b) 12.8, (c) 14.4, and (d) 16.3.
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Boundary Mixing

1978 ARMI: BRIEF REPORT 

Fig. 8. Simplified sketch of boundary mixing of continuous stratification into layers and subsequent transport of mixed 
layers into interior of basin either by along-isopycnal diffusion or by advection. Bottom-generated turbulence due to 
motion of the water stirs the background stratification into layers (arrow at right); it is suggested that layers of different 
origins and densities interleave as they decay and flatten to form a nearly uniform stratification again (arrow at left). 

mixing-advection model is illustrated in Figure 8 with a steep 
boundary, these processes may occur wherever isopycnals in- 
tersect the bottom, even on a large flat abyssal plain over 
which there exist isopycnal slopes due to the mesoscale eddy 
field. The depth of each of the steps will be roughly controlled 
by a Froude number criterion F • 1, as described by Armi and 
Millard [1976] and Armi [1977]. We take, for the estimate 
which follows, • 50 m as an average thickness but note that the 
thickness of individual layers at any location will depend on 
the local velocity. 

The horizontal extent of each layer across isobaths is pre- 
sumed to be the projection of each layer along the slope, i.e., 
•h/a. The extent of each layer along isobaths is unknown but 
is also presumably limited, as evidenced by the horizontal 
variability found at station KN 60/4 (Figure 2). We visualize 
the boundary mixing process as forming many iaminae each of 
approximately 50-m depth; no individual lamina extends com- 
pletely around the basin, although at any point on the bound- 
ary one is always present. 

We will estimate the vertical eddy diffusion within each layer 
at the boundary following Clauser [1956], i.e., 

Kvboun a • •u,h 
where u, is the friction velocity 

(1) 

u, (2) 

and h is the height of the mixed layer; with a mean velocity, U 
• 10 cm/s, and h • 50 m: K%oun a • l0 2 cmV'/s. This estimate for 
the vertical eddy diffusivity at the boundary must be thought 
of only as a very rough estimate. In fact, Armi [1977] has 
pointed out that within the boundary mixed layer and above 
the Ekman layer scale, very little is known of the turbulence. 

We also assume that the horizontal or along-isopycnal ex- 
change is rapid. We do not understand how the character of 
the individual mixed layers formed at the boundaries is lost in 
the interior. One possibility is that layers of different origins 
and densities interleave as they decay and flatten. With enough 
interleaving a nearly uniform stratification may result. 

The vertical or cross-isopycnal mixing at the boundary must 
serve the entire basin. We will equate the vertical transport at 
the boundary with the total transport represented as total area 
times the 'average' flux. The ratio of the surface area along the 
boundary for the mixed layers bounding any isopycnal surface 

to the surface area within the considered circular basin of 
diameter L is given by 

•rLh/ce 4h 
Ar •r(L/2)•. aL (3) 

The apparent, or 'average,' eddy diffusivity for the basin, 
Kv• ..... , is then given by 

Kv, .... '•' gvbound'A r (4) 
With typical values, e.g., L • 4 X 10 a kin, a -- •.-•o, and Kv, .... • 
I cm•'/s, in agreement with the historical estimates [cf. Munk, 
1966]. 

CONCLUSION 

Data have 'been presented here to suggest that turbulent 
mixing in the deep ocean is a two-part process: 

1. Vertical mixing at boundaries and topographic features 
occurs within finite layers. The vertical extent of the layers is 
limited by the stable background density field and the velocity 
of the flow which causes the boundary-generated shear and 
turbulence. 

2. The layers formed are advected along constant density 
surfaces into the interior and eventually lose their step charac- 
ter. 

The combined effect of these two processes may be paramet- 
rically disguised as a vertical eddy diffusivity in one-dimen- 
sional models. A crude estimate shows that the two processes 
can account for all the vertical eddy diffusion apparent in one- 
dimensional models. The actual mechanism is far from a 
simple one-dimensi,onal process. It involves complicated dy- 
namics both at the boundary and in the interior about which 
we have much to learn. 
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Fig. 2. Profile taken at station KN 60/4 (refer to_Figure 1) down- 
stream of the Corner Rise. Shown are potential temperature 0, salinity 
S, and light scattering N, versus pressure depth. Also superposed is a 
scatter plot of potential temperature versus salinity which includes the 
historical data of Worthington and Metcalf[1961]. The multiple layers 
are due to advection of mixed layers formed at their respective isopyc- 
hal depths on the Corner Rise. The water mass in each layer has the 
same characteristic as the background water mass. Both down and up 
traces of potential temperature and light scattering are shown; the up 
traces are dotted and only shown below 5200 dbar. Light scattering is 
shown increasing to the left to emphasize similarity with potential 
temperature and salinity traces. 

30 cm/s (refer to Figure 3b of Armi and Millard [1976]. This 
compares well with the velocity measured at the location of 
profile KN 60/4 (Figure 2) and other velocities shown for the 
Sohm Abyssal Plain region in Figure 1. The flow is thus 
energetic enough to have mixed these layers. As the flow 
moves by the Corner Rise, these layers presumably detach and 
are then carried into the interior. The layers are distinct at the 
location of station KN 60/4 only 3-4 days downstream of the 
Corner Rise, 100 km away. Similar step structures are also 
evident in the near-surface 800-m depth profiles of Wunsch 
[1970, 1972]. He shows a systematic change in the temperature 

gradient as measured with a STD as the Bermuda Islands are 
approached and suggests the possibility that the stirring mech- 
anism is the breaking of internal waves. 

The profiles made as the package was both lowered and 
raised are shown for station KN 60/4 (Figure 2). The charac- 
ter of the profile obtained as the package was raised was 
identical, i.e., multiple layers were again found. However, as 
the profiler got above the first bottom layer, the numbers and 
locations of the layered structures were found to be different. 
For example, instead of the three-step structure found on the 
way down between 5300 and 5500 dbar, only two larger steps 
were found on the way up. In the approximately 20 min 
between crossing 5400 dbar on the way down and the sub- 
sequent crossing on the way up, advection of 30 cm/s can 
alone account for a Lagrangian spatial separation of •400 m. 
The structures found a few hundred meters above the bottom 
have limited horizontal extent. 

The included 'nephelometer shows that the light-scattering 
profile has a structure nearly identical to that of the salinity 
and potential temperature profiles. The small 1- to 2-tzm parti- 
cles, the concentration of which the nephelometer is most 
sensitive to, have a very slow settling rate of •10 m/yr [cf. 
McCave, 1975]. For the advective processes with which we are 
dealing here they are essentially passive tracers. It appears as 
though the particulate matter was also mixed, to form the 
various nepheloid layers seen, from a background gradient of 
particulate matter just as the potential temperature and salin- 
ity were. If the material had been resuspended from the bot- 
tom at the depths on the Corner Rise where the mixed layers 
were formed, the concentration in each layer would be a 
function of the amount of locally resuspended material; in 
contrast, the concentration appears predetermined by the 
background gradient, and little local resuspension has oc- 
curred. 

Water mass anomalies. Some profiles made along 55øW 
show an anomalous water mass at a potential temperature 
between 1.80 and 1.81øC. This anomaly is evident in the 
profile made at station KN 60/9 (Figure 3) as the 150-m-thick 
layer sandwiched between the uniform stratification above and 
the bottom mixed layer below. This bottom layer and the 
stratification above lie on a straight 0 versus S characteristic, 
parallel to the Worthington and Metcalf [ 1961] characteristic 
shown. The anomalous layer sandwiched between is •0.0015%o 
saltier than the background water mass would be at the 
same potential temperature of 1.81øC. 

The anomalous layer found at station KN 60/9 is seen at the 
same potential density (a4 = 45.96) as the bottom layer at 
station KN 60/7 (Figure 4). The anomaly is due to a higher 
concentration of water with Norwegian Sea water character- 
istics [cf. Worthington, 1976]. Similar anomalous water was 
seen in the Geosecs station 28 profile [Bainbridge et al., 1976] 
at 39ø0.0'N, 43ø59.0'W near the bottom of the submarine 
canyon to the east. 

Recently, in August 1977, similar anomalous water was also 
found on an R/V Oceanus cruise at station OC 31/1 (Figure 5) 
over the northern Hatteras Abyssal Plain. The nephelometer 
used on this cruise was of a new type developed at Woods 
Hole. It measured forward angle (•6-8 ø) scattered light from 
a collimated white light source. This profile, as well as those of 
Figure 6, was added to the paper because it illustrates the 
persistence of the thin anomalous layer over large distances 
and long times; at 31ø43.8'N, 70ø44.9'W, station OC 31/1 
was to the west of the area included in the map shown in 
Figure 1. The profile illustrates the usual well-mixed bottom 

Armi, 1972
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Figure 3
A section of vertical
diffusivity across the Brazil
Basin (Toole et al. 1997).
The dark gray areas in the
vertical columns indicate no
data. The light area at the
bottom indicates the
seafloor topography. The
white line shows the 0.8◦

isotherm.

how much of the energy transferred to internal tides is lost locally and how much
radiates away.

This renewed interest in deep-ocean internal tides has coincided with increasing
recognition of the dependence of the ocean’s thermohaline circulation on the magni-
tude and distribution of mixing (e.g., Samelson 1998, Wunsch & Ferrari 2004, Zhang
et al. 1999). Internal waves generated at the sea surface contribute to this mixing, as
do low-frequency eddies in conjunction with air-sea interaction (Radko & Marshall
2004). However, at least for the abyssal ocean below 2 or 3 km, internal tides seem to
play a role, either by leading directly to shear instability and turbulence, or by feeding
energy via nonlinear interactions into smaller-scale internal waves which then break
(MacKinnon & Winters 2005, Polzin 2004, St. Laurent & Garrett 2002). Figure 3
shows a graphic illustration of this. Turbulent mixing in the abyssal Brazil Basin is
much stronger near the seafloor over rough topography. This is partly because the
weak stratification in the deep ocean means that little energy is required there to
cause significant mixing; the turbulent energy dissipation rate and associated buoy-
ancy flux tend to be surface-intensified. The dissipation may be modulated over the
spring–neap tidal cycle (Ledwell et al. 2000), suggesting that the source of the mixing
is internal tides rather than wind-generated motions propagating downward from the
surface or scattered off the bottom features.

All these developments have spurred the application and extensions of earlier
theoretical studies to deal with internal tide generation by the two classes of bottom
topography found by Egbert & Ray (2001) to be associated with the open-ocean loss

www.annualreviews.org • Internal Tide Generation 61
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apply the maximum heat flux Q0 5 200 W m22 (heat
input) at one end of the box. At the other end the sur-
face flux is 2200 W m22 (cooling). Symmetry about the
midpoint of the domain means that the initial temper-
ature (T 5 208C) remains the average temperature for
the duration of the simulation, substantially reducing
the required spinup time (relative to a run with thermal

relaxation boundary conditions, e.g., in which the bulk
temperature of the whole domain has to adjust to reach
equilibrium). The surface buoyancy forcing is varied
to gauge the effects on the generation of the available
potential energy.

Wind forcing and tides are set to zero (i.e., Ft 5 0), but a
uniform level of turbulence is assumed and parameterized

FIG. 4. Dependence of the time-averaged overturning circulation upon the vertical diffusion coefficient
(surface buoyancy flux is fixed, with Q0 5 200 W m22). The maximum streamfunction quoted is that for
a two-dimensional flow in a basin of 1-m width, while the density range is Dr 5 rbottom ! rtop. The 208C
isotherm is shown in gray.
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Available Potential Energy and Irreversible Mixing in the Meridional
Overturning Circulation
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ABSTRACT

The overturning circulation of the global oceans is examined from an energetics viewpoint. A general
framework for stratified turbulence is used for this purpose; first, it highlights the importance of available
potential energy in facilitating the transfer of kinetic energy to the background potential energy (defined as
the adiabatically rearranged state with no motion). Next, it is shown that it is the rate of transfer between
different energy reservoirs that is important for the maintenance of the ocean overturning, rather than the
total amount of potential or kinetic energy. A series of numerical experiments is used to assess which energy
transfers are significant in the overturning circulation. In the steady state, the rate of irreversible diapycnal
mixing is necessarily balanced by the production of available potential energy sourced from surface buoyancy
fluxes. Thus, the external inputs of available potential energy from surface buoyancy forcing and of kinetic
energy from other sources (such as surface winds and tides, and leading to turbulent mixing) are both nec-
essary to maintain the overturning circulation.

1. Introduction

The energy budget associated with the overturning
circulation of the oceans provides insights into the
governing dynamics. However, the budget currently
contains many unknowns (e.g., see Huang 1998, 1999;
Wunsch and Ferrari 2004). The resolution of these un-
knowns is essential in addressing problems such as the
response of the overturning circulation to changes of
forcing and in highlighting processes that need to be
addressed in the development of general circulation
models and climate models.

One area of debate motivating this paper concerns the
extent to which the overturning circulation is powered
by energy inputs from the surface winds and tides. Nu-
merous energy analyses (e.g., Wunsch and Ferrari 2004)
point out that the expansion and contraction of surface
waters owing to surface buoyancy forcing can result in
a small net change in potential energy. A current popu-
lar interpretation is that this mechanical energy input is
unimportant for powering the circulation (Huang 1999;

Wunsch and Ferrari 2004; Kuhlbrodt et al. 2007). How-
ever, a simple example illustrates the flaws in this rea-
soning (Fig. 1). The potential energy and total mass in the
box are identical in Figs. 1a and 1b, but a flow will occur in
Fig. 1b and not in 1a. The reason is that the fluid in Fig. 1b
is not at equilibrium and therefore possesses available
potential energy, which is released by driving a flow that
acts to restore equilibrium. The rate of such conversion of
available potential energy was estimated by Griffiths and
Hughes (2004) for the (steady state) oceans as the product
of the rate at which buoyancy is removed at the surface
and the height through which the dense water falls. Based
on the observed meridional heat transport (approximately
2 PW) and the assumption that dense surface waters sink
to the bottom (at approximately 4-km depth), this con-
version rate evaluated to 0.5 TW and therefore constitutes
a significant contribution to that required for the main-
tenance of the density structure—thought to be of order 2
TW for the abyssal oceans (e.g., Munk and Wunsch 1998;
Wunsch and Ferrari 2004), and probably significantly less
if wind-induced upwelling (Toggweiler and Samuels 1998;
Webb and Suginohara 2001; Gnanadesikan et al. 2005)
and entrainment into sinking regions (Hughes and Griffiths
2006) are taken into account. It is the role of available
potential energy in the ocean overturning circulation
that we examine specifically in this paper.
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School of Earth Sciences, The Australian National University,
Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia.
E-mail: Graham.Hughes@anu.edu.au
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Stabilizing
buoyancy input

Destabilizing
buoyancy input

Destabilizing
buoyancy input

Figure 4
Dye visualization of the nominally two-dimensional circulation pattern in an experiment with
two localized plumes. Red and blue dyes (passive tracer) were introduced simultaneously into
the boundary layer at one-fourth and three-fourths of the distance along the base of the box.
The buoyancy transport in the plume at the left-hand end (red dye) is approximately 4%
greater than that in the plume at the right-hand end (blue dye). The box dimensions are 1.25 m
long by 0.2 m high, and the total specific buoyancy transport (per unit width in the spanwise
direction) is 1.6 × 10−6 m3s−3. Note that the plumes are not clearly visible because of
parallax. Figure courtesy of M. Coman.

are important to understanding whether the idealized convective flows with multiple
equal plumes, as discussed above, are stable to perturbations and thus realizable. It is
worth nothing that imposed buoyancy boundary conditions (i.e., imposed boundary
temperatures) may also alter the stability characteristics of the flow because interac-
tions between the flow and the boundary condition determine the buoyancy transport
and thus the location of a plume, in contrast to boundary conditions of imposed buoy-
ancy supply. Peterson’s (1979) exploratory model suggests that the circulation pattern
is extremely sensitive to the relative strengths of two almost equal plumes. However,
he found that the density stratification depends only weakly on the relative strengths
and is a minimum when the plumes are equal. These model predictions are sup-
ported by measurements in recent horizontal convection experiments (M.A. Coman,
R.W. Griffiths & G.O. Hughes, in preparation), in which the imposed destabilizing
buoyancy forcing had (unequal) maxima at both ends of the box and the resulting
flow formed two (unequal) plumes (Figure 4). Answers to the sensitivity question
may provide insight into the observed structure of the ocean meridional overturning
circulation, in which dense waters form in the polar regions of both hemispheres, but
only that formed around Antarctica supplies the bottom water for the global oceans,
whereas that formed in the North Atlantic Ocean intrudes at depths above the bottom
water (as North Atlantic Deep Water).

4.4. Thermohaline Effects
Fluxes of both heat and salt (or water) determine the buoyancy flux at the ocean
surface. Although the salinity contribution is generally a small fraction of that owing
to heat, the annual-averaged net freshwater input to surface waters at polar latitudes
and the net evaporation at low latitudes constitute a buoyancy forcing that tends to
oppose the thermal forcing. A stably stratified polar halocline results. (Note, however,
that the volume transport of water associated with the salinity anomaly flux can be
neglected relative to the mean strength of the overturning flow.)

204 Hughes · Griffiths
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Toggweiler& Samuels (1998),Webb&Suginahara (2001), and others explored
a recent version of these ideas. The motivation can be understood again from
Figure 1. Between 50 and 60�S, surfaces of constant density outcrop at the sea
surface, where the fluid is acted on by a very strong wind forcing and buoyancy
exchange. In this region of intense westerlies, the Ekman flux drives fluid strongly
from high to low latitudes, and provides a turbulent energy more than adequate
to mix fluid at high rates across the near-surface isopycnals. Such a process must
be at work, and although it has not been quantified, appears to be a major source
of mixing for the upper ocean. However, below about 1300 m, no outcrops ap-
pear in the section. Further south, off the end of the data, outcrops do occur,
often under ice, but they correspond to regions of injection of deep water masses,
not of mixing. Examining the many new hydrographic sections that are available
(http://whpo.ucsd.edu) suggests that isopycnals below a bounding isopycnal in a
mid-water column do not generally outcrop anywhere, except where deep waters
are injected. Figure 4 shows a schematic of the global meridional circulation.
The upper ocean may be dominated by near-surface mixing—at least in the

Southern Ocean and the tropics. But concluding that most oceanic mixing takes
place at the surface conflicts with the observed need for large mixing at depth
(Table 1). There is a considerable literature devoted to surface mixing, watermass
formation, and subduction; see Large & Nurser’s review (2001). These processes
are important, but seem primarily related to the structure of the thermocline and
above, and not to the vast region of ocean volume below the thermocline, which
is our present focus.

Figure 4 Schematic circulation (adapted from a global calculation of K. Speer, private
communication, 2003) showing division into gross meridional circulations in the upper and
lower oceans. Relative volumes are approximately correct. Upper volume is strongly mixed
in the near-surface regions. Lower one is mixed primarily at the edges and over rough interior
topography. There is probably a range of densities at intermediate depths where fluid is mixed
both at the sea surface and through abyssal processes in unknown proportions.
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The world ocean is one of the main constituents
of the climate system and affects climate in a
multitude of ways. Its sheer size is obvious: 71%
of the Earth is covered by ocean, so that most of
the solar radiation received at the Earth’s surface

goes into the ocean and warms the surface waters. As a
result of its heat capacity and circulation, the ocean has the
ability to both store and redistribute this heat before it is
released to the atmosphere (much of it in form of latent
heat, that is, water vapour) or radiated back into space.

The heat storage effect is most apparent on the seasonal
timescale. The mid-latitude temperature range between
summer and winter is typically around 8 !C over the 
ocean and at the coast, whereas this range is up to several
tens of degrees in the continental interiors (see Figure 2.1
in ref. 1, which contours the observed seasonal tempera-
ture range).

A corresponding figure for the temperature deviation
from the zonal mean (Fig. 1 in ref. 2) gives an indication of

the effect of ocean heat transport on surface temperatures,
with warm anomalies over the three main regions of deep-
water formation of the world ocean: the northern North
Atlantic, the Ross Sea and the Weddell Sea. These are key
areas for the thermohaline circulation of the world ocean
(see Box 1), where surface waters after releasing heat to the
atmosphere reach a critical density and sink. Clearly not all
deviations from zonal mean conditions are due to ocean 
circulation, but the magnitude of the warm anomaly over
the northern North Atlantic (~10 !C) is in agreement with
estimates3 and simulations of climate models4–7 of the effect
of ocean heat transport (Fig. 1).

In addition to its heat storage and transport effects, the
ocean can influence the Earth’s heat budget by its sea-ice
cover, which changes the planetary albedo and can thus
affect the steady-state global-mean temperature. Sea ice also
acts as an effective thermal blanket, insulating the ocean
from the overlying atmosphere. This is so effective that in a
typical ice-covered sea more than half of the air–sea heat

Ocean circulation and climate 
during the past 120,000 years
Stefan Rahmstorf

Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, PO Box 601203, 14412 Potsdam, Germany

Oceans cover more than two-thirds of our blue planet. The waters move in a global circulation system, driven
by subtle density differences and transporting huge amounts of heat. Ocean circulation is thus an active and
highly nonlinear player in the global climate game. Increasingly clear evidence implicates ocean circulation in
abrupt and dramatic climate shifts, such as sudden temperature changes in Greenland on the order of 5–10 !C
and massive surges of icebergs into the North Atlantic Ocean — events that have occurred repeatedly during
the last glacial cycle.

Figure 1 Changes in surface air
temperature caused by a shutdown
of North Atlantic Deep Water
(NADW) formation in a current
ocean–atmosphere circulation
model. Note the hemispheric see-
saw (Northern Hemisphere cools
while the Southern Hemisphere
warms) and the maximum cooling
over the northern Atlantic. In this
particular model (HadCM3)7, the
surface cooling resulting from
switching off NADW formation is up
to 6 !C. It is further to the west
compared with most models, which
tend to put the maximum cooling
near Scandinavia. This probably
depends on the exact location of
deep-water formation (an aspect
not well represented in current
coarse-resolution models) and on the sea-ice distribution in the models, as ice-margin shifts act to amplify the cooling. The largest air temperature cooling is
thus greater than the largest sea surface temperature (SST) cooling. The latter is typically around 5 !C and roughly corresponds to the observed SST
difference between the northern Atlantic and Pacific at a given latitude. In most models, maximum air temperature cooling ranges from 6 !C to 11 !C in
annual mean; the effect is generally stronger in winter.   
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in the Heinrich mode NADW formation all but ceased and waters of
Antarctic origin filled the deep Atlantic basin. This grouping of the
data in three distinct modes is a somewhat subjective interpretation.
However, it is clear that latitude shifts of convection (between the
Nordic Seas and the region south of Iceland) have occurred16,17, and
that at certain times (for example, during Heinrich events) NADW
formation was interrupted11,18. There is also firm evidence now for a
link between these changes in ocean circulation and changes in surface
climate (argued in more detail in refs 8, 19).

Modelling past climate and ocean changes
Numerical models of the climate system are essential in the forma-
tion and exploration of quantitative hypotheses about the dynamics
of climate changes; the system is too complex to be understood by
heuristic arguments or analytical calculations. Numerical models
incorporate and combine our knowledge about many individual
physical processes in a quantitative way. Obviously, knowledge about
these processes is incomplete and often inaccurate, and each model is
a compromise as to how many processes are included, at what level of
complexity and with what resolution20, given limited computer and
human resources. A critical appraisal of what can be learnt from a
particular (necessarily imperfect) model experiment thus involves
not only looking at the result, but also understanding exactly how it
was obtained. For this reason, non-specialists sometimes suspect that
models are either notoriously wrong or ‘can be tuned to do anything’.
(In fact, ‘tuning’ to determine the optimal values for certain model

parameters is an essential part of constructing a good model; a set of
rules for good tuning practice is proposed in ref. 21.)

Nevertheless, models have now reached a level where useful and
fairly realistic simulations of many aspects of palaeoclimate have
become possible, so that a quantitative understanding of key 
mechanisms and feedbacks in past climate changes is emerging. On
the other hand, palaeoclimatic reconstructions of past climatic 
forcings and the resulting changes in atmospheric and oceanic 
conditions are now advanced enough to provide a challenging test
bed for the performance of climate models. This is an important
credibility test for models that are also used for estimating the effects
of anthropogenic climate forcing from increasing concentrations of
greenhouse gases.

A landmark was reached with the first simulations of a radically
different climate, that of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), with cou-
pled ocean–atmosphere models from prescribed orbital, CO2 and
continental ice-sheet forcing22–25. The huge computing requirements
of this task, resulting from the long timescale of adjustment of the
ocean circulation (several thousand years), were overcome in differ-
ent ways: by using fast models of intermediate complexity22,23, by
studying only the initial adjustment to the forcing24, or by brute force,
running the model for over a year on a supercomputer25. These 
models confirm the result of the much cheaper, atmosphere-only sim-
ulations of glacial climate (see, for example, ref. 26) that, given these
forcings, the high albedo of the continental ice sheets and the low CO2

concentrations are the dominant factors leading to a global cooling. In
addition, the coupled models predict the state of the ocean circulation
and the effect of oceanic changes on surface climate. For example, two
of the models22,25 obtained a southward shift of NADW formation in
glacial climate, as is suggested by sediment data16,17.

Glacial inception
The first of the major climatic changes considered here is the transi-
tion from the Eemian interglacial to the beginning of glacial climate,
which occurred between 120,000 years (120 kyr) and 115 kyr ago.
Data for the Eemian climate are too scarce to build a reliable picture,
but global simulations of Eemian climate together with local 
palaeodata suggest it may have been around 1 !C warmer (global
annual mean) compared with the modern pre-industrial climate27,
with particularly warm temperatures in Northern Hemisphere 
summers. Sea-level reconstructions28 show that climate moved
rapidly from this state into the last glacial, reaching almost half of the
glacial-maximum ice volume within a few thousand years (see review
in this issue by Lambeck et al., pages 199–206). The challenge of
understanding this shift has become known as the ‘glacial inception
problem’.

The cause for this climate shift must be the Milankovich cycles of
the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, which are believed to be the ultimate
forcing for the glacial cycles of the past 2 million years. At 115 kyr ago,
summer insolation at high northern latitudes was up to 40 W m–2 less
than at present. Simple, nonlinear conceptual models29 are able to
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Figure 2 Schematic of the
three modes of ocean
circulation that prevailed
during different times of the
last glacial period. Shown is
a section along the Atlantic;
the rise in bottom
topography symbolizes the
shallow sill between
Greenland and Scotland.
North Atlantic overturning is
shown by the red line,
Antarctic bottom water by
the blue line.

Figure 3 Temperature
reconstructions from ocean
sediments and Greenland
ice. Proxy data from the
subtropical Atlantic86 (green)
and from the Greenland ice
core GISP2 (ref. 87; blue) 
show several
Dansgaard–Oeschger (D/O)
warm events (numbered).
The timing of Heinrich
events is marked in red.
Grey lines at intervals of 1,470 years illustrate the tendency of D/O events to occur with this spacing, or multiples thereof.
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sheets: a strong circulation warms the northern Atlantic and melts
surrounding ice, which leads to meltwater runoff and weakens the
circulation again36,40. These were conceptual ideas, but circulation
models are also able to show several types of internal oscillations in
thermohaline flow (without ice sheets) under certain forcing condi-
tions41. The relevance of such model oscillations for the real ocean is
open to debate, and a problem of all internal-oscillation theories for
D/O events is to explain the waiting-time statistics found by Alley and
co-workers.

A third idea is that of latitude shifts of convection3between Nordic
Seas and the mid-latitude open Atlantic Ocean. Based originally on
sediment data, this idea has found strong support in model simula-
tions showing that such a mechanism can explain many observed 
features of D/O events42, including the three-phase time evolution,
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reproduce the observed glaciations from this forcing (according to
these, the next glaciation can be expected in ~30 kyr from now).

A number of climate models have been used to study glacial
inception even without incorporating a continental ice-sheet
model, based on the concept that snow cover that persists through-
out the summer would eventually grow into an ice sheet. Discussion
has focused on the conditions under which sufficient perennial
snow cover can be achieved. This has turned out to be difficult in
atmosphere-only models with present-day sea surface temperatures
and vegetation cover. A reduction in high-latitude forest cover 
greatly increases the albedo after snowfall, leading to a positive
snow-albedo feedback that helps glacial inception30. Lower high-
latitude sea surface temperatures (caused by the insolation change)
are also clearly conducive to perennial snow cover31. Recently, a real-
istic simulation of glacial inception in terms of actual ice-sheet
growth has been achieved in an Earth system model of intermediate
complexity that includes a continental ice-sheet model (R. Calov  &
A. Ganopolski, in preparation).

Does a weakening in Atlantic Ocean circulation have a role in
glacial inception? There are no palaeoclimatic data showing that
NADW formation slowed at this time. Model simulations that include
a dynamical ocean model achieve glacial inception with only minor
changes in ocean circulation (ref. 31; and R. Calov  & A. Ganopolski, in
preparation) — changes that are too small to be important in glacial
inception in these models. The reverse theory32, namely that a warm
North Atlantic could have induced ice-sheet growth by enhanced
moisture supply, goes against our knowledge of glacier mass balance:
glaciers grow when climate is cold, not warm and moist.

Dansgaard–Oeschger events 
Dansgaard–Oeschger (D/O) events (Figs 3, 4) are perhaps the most
pronounced climate changes that have occurred during the past 
120 kyr. They are not only large in amplitude, but also abrupt (irre-
spective of whether one follows a physical definition of abruptness33

or takes it to mean ‘in less than 30 years’8). In the Greenland ice cores,
D/O events start with a rapid warming by 5–10 !C within at most a
few decades, followed by a plateau phase with slow cooling lasting
several centuries, then a more rapid drop back to cold stadial condi-
tions. The events are not local to Greenland (Fig. 3); a comprehensive
review of spatial coverage (for events during marine isotope stage 3,
59–29 kyr ago) is given by Voelker et al.10 who list 183 sites, most of
which clearly show these events (Fig. 4). Amplitudes are largest in the
North Atlantic region, and many Southern Hemisphere sites, 
especially those in the South Atlantic, reveal a hemispheric ‘see-saw’
effect (cooling while the north is warming). Alley et al.34 have shown
that these events have curious statistical properties: the waiting time
between two consecutive events is often around 1,500 years, with 
further preferences around 3,000 and 4,500 years (Fig. 3), which 
suggests a stochastic resonance35process at work.

Several ideas have been advanced to explain D/O events, most of
which involve the thermohaline circulation of the Atlantic. The first of
these was probably the idea of thermohaline circulation bistability36:
NADW formation is active during the warm phases (interstadials),
whereas it is shut off during cold phases (stadials), and some outside
trigger causes mode switches between these two stable states. This idea
is based on the bistability of the circulation for modern climate in
models (Broecker36 cites the bistability found in Stommel’s37 classic
model; see Box 2). However, this theory is at odds with more recent
sediment data showing NADW formation active during stadials12,15

and shut down only during or after Heinrich events11,18.
A second idea is that of internal oscillations in the volume trans-

port of the thermohaline circulation. Broecker’s salt oscillator38 is
based on the (challenged39) notion that the Atlantic thermohaline
circulation balances the net atmospheric freshwater export from the
Atlantic basin. A weakening of the circulation would thus lead to a
salinity build-up in the Atlantic, strengthening the circulation again.
A variation of this idea involves the surrounding continental ice

The thermohaline circulation is thermally driven: highest surface
densities in the world ocean are reached where water is coldest, in
spite of the lower salt content there compared with the warmer
tropical and subtropical regions. Nevertheless, the influence of
salinity is important and is the main cause of the nonlinearity of the
system. Salinity is involved in a positive feedback. Higher salinity in
the deep-water formation area enhances the circulation, and the
circulation in turn transports higher salinity waters into the deep-
water formation regions (which tend to be regions of net
precipitation, that is, freshwater would accumulate and surface
salinity would drop if the circulation stopped). This leads to two
possible equilibrium states, with and without North Atlantic Deep
Water (NADW) formation4. This was first described in a classic paper
by Stommel37 with the help of a simple box model. 

The stability properties are illustrated in the diagram below,
which plots the strength of the thermohaline circulation as a function
of the freshwater input into the North Atlantic. The simple
presentation shows the bistable regime and a saddle-node
bifurcation point where the circulation breaks down (for a more
detailed discussion, see ref. 88).

This salt-transport feedback is not the only feedback rendering
the system nonlinear. The convective mixing process at high
latitudes is itself a highly nonlinear, self-sustaining process, which at
least in models can lead to multiple stable convection patterns3,98.
Together, these two positive feedback mechanisms allow two types
of transitions between distinct circulation modes: on/off switches of
NADW formation, and shifts in the location of convection. These two
mechanisms are crucial in attempts to explain glacial climate
changes.

The thermohaline circulation takes several thousand years to
reach full equilibrium. The transient response to a change in forcing
can therefore deviate substantially from the equilibrium solutions and
is in many cases more linear99.

Box 2
Stability and nonlinearity of the thermohaline circulation
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in the Heinrich mode NADW formation all but ceased and waters of
Antarctic origin filled the deep Atlantic basin. This grouping of the
data in three distinct modes is a somewhat subjective interpretation.
However, it is clear that latitude shifts of convection (between the
Nordic Seas and the region south of Iceland) have occurred16,17, and
that at certain times (for example, during Heinrich events) NADW
formation was interrupted11,18. There is also firm evidence now for a
link between these changes in ocean circulation and changes in surface
climate (argued in more detail in refs 8, 19).

Modelling past climate and ocean changes
Numerical models of the climate system are essential in the forma-
tion and exploration of quantitative hypotheses about the dynamics
of climate changes; the system is too complex to be understood by
heuristic arguments or analytical calculations. Numerical models
incorporate and combine our knowledge about many individual
physical processes in a quantitative way. Obviously, knowledge about
these processes is incomplete and often inaccurate, and each model is
a compromise as to how many processes are included, at what level of
complexity and with what resolution20, given limited computer and
human resources. A critical appraisal of what can be learnt from a
particular (necessarily imperfect) model experiment thus involves
not only looking at the result, but also understanding exactly how it
was obtained. For this reason, non-specialists sometimes suspect that
models are either notoriously wrong or ‘can be tuned to do anything’.
(In fact, ‘tuning’ to determine the optimal values for certain model

parameters is an essential part of constructing a good model; a set of
rules for good tuning practice is proposed in ref. 21.)

Nevertheless, models have now reached a level where useful and
fairly realistic simulations of many aspects of palaeoclimate have
become possible, so that a quantitative understanding of key 
mechanisms and feedbacks in past climate changes is emerging. On
the other hand, palaeoclimatic reconstructions of past climatic 
forcings and the resulting changes in atmospheric and oceanic 
conditions are now advanced enough to provide a challenging test
bed for the performance of climate models. This is an important
credibility test for models that are also used for estimating the effects
of anthropogenic climate forcing from increasing concentrations of
greenhouse gases.

A landmark was reached with the first simulations of a radically
different climate, that of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), with cou-
pled ocean–atmosphere models from prescribed orbital, CO2 and
continental ice-sheet forcing22–25. The huge computing requirements
of this task, resulting from the long timescale of adjustment of the
ocean circulation (several thousand years), were overcome in differ-
ent ways: by using fast models of intermediate complexity22,23, by
studying only the initial adjustment to the forcing24, or by brute force,
running the model for over a year on a supercomputer25. These 
models confirm the result of the much cheaper, atmosphere-only sim-
ulations of glacial climate (see, for example, ref. 26) that, given these
forcings, the high albedo of the continental ice sheets and the low CO2

concentrations are the dominant factors leading to a global cooling. In
addition, the coupled models predict the state of the ocean circulation
and the effect of oceanic changes on surface climate. For example, two
of the models22,25 obtained a southward shift of NADW formation in
glacial climate, as is suggested by sediment data16,17.

Glacial inception
The first of the major climatic changes considered here is the transi-
tion from the Eemian interglacial to the beginning of glacial climate,
which occurred between 120,000 years (120 kyr) and 115 kyr ago.
Data for the Eemian climate are too scarce to build a reliable picture,
but global simulations of Eemian climate together with local 
palaeodata suggest it may have been around 1 !C warmer (global
annual mean) compared with the modern pre-industrial climate27,
with particularly warm temperatures in Northern Hemisphere 
summers. Sea-level reconstructions28 show that climate moved
rapidly from this state into the last glacial, reaching almost half of the
glacial-maximum ice volume within a few thousand years (see review
in this issue by Lambeck et al., pages 199–206). The challenge of
understanding this shift has become known as the ‘glacial inception
problem’.

The cause for this climate shift must be the Milankovich cycles of
the Earth’s orbit around the Sun, which are believed to be the ultimate
forcing for the glacial cycles of the past 2 million years. At 115 kyr ago,
summer insolation at high northern latitudes was up to 40 W m–2 less
than at present. Simple, nonlinear conceptual models29 are able to
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Figure 2 Schematic of the
three modes of ocean
circulation that prevailed
during different times of the
last glacial period. Shown is
a section along the Atlantic;
the rise in bottom
topography symbolizes the
shallow sill between
Greenland and Scotland.
North Atlantic overturning is
shown by the red line,
Antarctic bottom water by
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Figure 3 Temperature
reconstructions from ocean
sediments and Greenland
ice. Proxy data from the
subtropical Atlantic86 (green)
and from the Greenland ice
core GISP2 (ref. 87; blue) 
show several
Dansgaard–Oeschger (D/O)
warm events (numbered).
The timing of Heinrich
events is marked in red.
Grey lines at intervals of 1,470 years illustrate the tendency of D/O events to occur with this spacing, or multiples thereof.
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